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ABSTRACT Dual chamber leadless pacemakers are multi-unit, battery-driven implants utilized for treating
patients with bradyarrhythmias and sino-atrial dysfunctions. Establishing synchronization between the units
provides coordination between the atrium and ventricular contraction, and this mechanism depletes battery
energy. Due to implant size constraints, reducing the synchronization energy consumed to enhance the
lifetime of the implant is crucial. In this paper, a set of strategies are proposed and evaluated to indicate
the best strategy to enhance the lifetime of atrial unit based on the patient’s heart condition. Beat selective
pulse transmission is employed instead of pulse transmission on every beat to reduce energy consumption.
The characteristics of interbeat contraction timing of the atrium and ventricle from the patient data is
modeled as time series. The designed model is extended to model synchronization strategies with sufficient
synchronization accuracy and reduction in energy consumption. It is found that the implant lifetime is
dependent on the natural atrial contraction probability, which is patient specific. A relation between the
transmission duty-cycle and natural atrial contraction probability is derived for all the strategies, and this
analysis is used in a case study to quantify the longevity. The proposed strategies show improved lifetime
in comparison to the reference strategy. In the case study, for natural atrial contraction probability of 0.1,
longevity is increased by two orders in relation to the reference strategy with the longevity of 4 years.
However, there is no one best strategy; instead, themost energy-efficient strategy is determined from patient’s
natural atrial contraction probability and tolerance to suboptimal coordination.

INDEX TERMS Leadless pacemaker synchronization, improved atrial longevity, atrium and ventricle
interbeat timing model, energy-efficient synchronization, interbeat time series equation.

I. INTRODUCTION
At the start of the cardiac cycle, heart relaxes and expands
while receiving blood into both ventricles through both atria;
The Sino-Atrial (SA) node releases electrical stimuli, this
creates a wave of contraction in both atria, and each atrium
pumps blood into the ventricle below it. Sinoatrial variability
is the first level of randomness in the heart cycle. To ensure
that the atria have ejected their blood into the ventricles,
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the atrioventricular node delays electrical impulses for a
brief time (AV-delay) before reaching the ventricle; Con-
sequently, the ventricles contract vigorously ejecting two-
separated blood supplies from the heart one to the lungs and
one to all other body organs. AV-delay establishes this pre-
cise coordination between atrial and ventricular contraction
at AV node [1]. The AV-block is a condition that occurs
at AV-node and adds to the randomness in the heart cycle.
If the subject has an AV block, the electrical stimuli from
atrium do not reach to the ventricle, and this would be
fatal to the subject. Also, if the sino-atrial variability is not
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FIGURE 1. a) Dual Chamber Leadless Pacemaker system configuration with units implanted at right atrium and right ventricular unit. [10] b) The
timing diagram of the synchronization mechanism. [10]The pulse transmission and reception used for synchronization is indicated by a lower head.
The timing window at atrium and ventricle represented by dotted lines.c) Example size comparison (left to right) of the atrial and ventricular
unit˙Microport .

followed by the ventricle, then there is a change in the
heart rhythm affecting the volume of blood ejected, such a
condition is called bradyarrhythmia [2], [3]. The stochastic
model proposed addresses the randomness aspect associated
with timing intervals of these pathologies as observed by
units.

In the case of patients with bradyarrhythmia’s, atrium and
the ventricular chambers experience change in rhythm and
are missing to contract at coordinated time instants. The
dual-chamber leadless pacemaker systems are being utilized
to regulate the rhythm, and it is available in different pac-
ing configurations [4], [9], [13]. The pacing configuration
has several pacing modes, but DDD mode is considered
to mimic the heart best than other modes [21]. The DDD
mode facilitates coordination between atrium and ventric-
ular contraction, and is advised for patients with SA node
dysfuntionality and transient AV block condition; therefore,
in this study, DDDmode is considered as themode of interest.
The acronym DDD stands for sensing in dual chambers,
pacing in dual chambers, and it has both inhibition and pacing
functionality [5], [6]. In this paper, the term sensed is used
to indicate the natural contraction of the heart, and the term
paced is used to indicate the induced contraction by injecting
a small electrical impulse through leads of pacemakers.

Leadless pacemakers are new devices in the medical
domain replacing conventional pacemakers that were utilized
to treat bradyarrhythmias; in this paper, for simplification,
the atrial leadless pacemaker is referred to as atrial unit
and ventricular leadless pacemaker as a ventricular unit (see
Fig. 1a) [7]. The units have embedded electronics for pacing,
sensing, and synchronization [8]. In this paper, the focus is
on energy consumed for the synchronization mechanism.

In the dual chamber leadless pacemaker system, the atrial
unit and the ventricular unit are placed, as shown
in Fig. 1a [19]. If units operate independently, the unco-
ordinated pacing action by units at the atrium and ventri-
cle will lead to change in the rhythm of heart, leading to
device induced bradyarrhythmia conditions. Therefore, there

is a need for synchronization between the units in order
to achieve coordination between the atrium and ventricu-
lar contraction [9], [22]. However, synchronization mech-
anism consumes energy, and this affects the longevity of
the units. Therefore, the focus of the paper is to reduce
the energy consumed for the synchronization mechanism
between the units as the implants have limited battery
available.

A radio frequency (RF) pulse-based technique can be used
to establish the synchronization between the units where the
RF pulse is transmitted from atrial unit to ventricular unit on
every heartbeat [9], [10]. The received RF pulse at ventricle
unit provides the time reference to predict the time of ven-
tricular contraction, this information is used to provide coor-
dination between the chambers. In this paper, this strategy is
considered as the reference strategy and is used to compare
the energy efficiency with other proposed strategies. To per-
form pulse synchronization on every heartbeat consumes
energy; therefore, the study employs selective pulse transmis-
sion rather than transmission over every beat. This reduces
the energy consumed for synchronization at the atrial unit.
The strategies for performing selective pulse transmission
is an extension of modeled time series which models atrial
interbeat probability distribution. There is a tradeoff between
energy consumed and the degree of synchronization in each
strategy; indicated by parameters, transmission duty cycle,
and pacing error, respectively. The strategies are evaluated
and compared based on these parameters. In addition, a rela-
tionship between the transmission duty cycle and atrial sensed
event probability is derived, and the transmission duty cycle
is studied for varying atrial sensed event probability. Note that
atrial sensed event probability can also be described as natural
atrial contraction probability. A case study is considered to
quantify the difference in longevity with different proposed
strategies. The work will allow physicians and researchers
to determine the most energy efficient strategy, considering
the longevity, and pacing error, based on the patient’s atrial
sensed event probability.
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TABLE 1. Terminologies with its typical values.

The analysis is performed on a fixed pacing rate config-
uration system, which indicates that the algorithm does not
adapt to varying heart rate. The study excludes premature
ventricular contraction episodes at ventricle and fibrillation at
the atrium. The description of the performance metrics is pro-
vided in Section II. Section II also introduces a dual-chamber
pacemaker system and its functional operation. In Section III,
the interbeat time series of the atrium and the ventricle as
observed by the implanted units are analyzed, and the model
parameters are evaluated from the patient data by performing
data fitting. In Section IV, different strategies are proposed
to improve the energy efficiency of the system and thereby
to improve the longevity of the atrial unit. In Section V, the
proposed strategies are studied in relation to the reference
robust strategy in terms of energy consumption and pacing
accuracy. Section VI includes a case study considering an
RF pulse transmitter where longevity comparison of different
strategies is performed. Section VII is used to discuss and
summarize the analysis.

II. OVERVIEW OF LEADLESS PACEMAKER SYSTEM
In this section, an overview of the dual chamber leadless
pacemaker system is provided. The performance metric, and
a potential RF pulse transceiver system that could be utilized
for providing synchronization is described. The power con-
sumption values from the RF transceiver system is used in
the case study in section VI for quantifying the longevity in
the strategies. The notations used in the article with its typical
values are summarized in Table 1.

A. DUAL CHAMBER PACEMAKER SYSTEM
(WIRELESS-DDD MODE)
In this study, a dual chamber leadless pacemaker system
operating in DDD pacing mode is termed as wireless DDD
mode [10]. This mode is most appropriate for patients with

combined sinus node dysfunction and transient AV nodal
dysfunction. In a nutshell, conventional DDD pacing mode
possesses pacing and sensing capabilities in both the atrium
and the ventricle, which is regulated by the pacemaker pulse
generator unit. However, in wireless DDD mode, the regu-
lation is supported by explicit pulse communication mech-
anism between the units [9], [10]. The proposed leadless
pacemaker system has units implanted in the atrium and
ventricle, as shown in Fig. 1a) There are two events at the
atrium; atrial sensed and atrial paced denoted by AS and AP.
The ventricle event is dependent on the timing of atrial events
and AV blockage conditions. The AV blockage is denoted as
B, and no blockage indicated as NB.

For implementing a wireless DDD pacing mode, the ven-
tricle unit needs to know the time of atrial contraction (tas).
The time of atrial contraction is obtained by successful pulse
detection at the receiver of ventricle unit, and this provides the
time reference to predict the time of ventricular contraction
(tvs). The sequential steps performed to provide synchroniza-
tion is described in the algorithm below (refer to Fig. 1b) [10].

i. The atrium and ventricle are sensed for contraction
activity in the sensing window ranges [Tasmin, Tamax]
and [Tvsmin, Tvmax] respectively. In particular, Tamax
and Tvmax is the limiting time before which the con-
traction must occur on any beat in atrium and ventri-
cle, respectively. The window size is constant and is
updated for the next beat based on contraction time of
the current beat.

ii. If the contraction is sensed at the atrium before Tamax ,
at that time instant an RF pulse is transmitted from
the atrial unit to ventricle unit. If the contraction is not
sensed, the atrium is paced, and an RF pulse is sent.

iii. The time of pulse transmission at atrial sensed and atrial
paced events are given by,

ttx [n] =

{
tas [n] ; AS
tas [n]+ Toffset ; AP

where tas [n] is the time of atrial contraction and Toffset
is an additional delay time used to compensate for the
delay in conduction due to induced pacing. This is the
extra time needed to sense the natural contraction of
the ventricle in the AP case. In the case of AP, tas [n] is
Tamax .

iv. At the receiver, RF pulse is received at the time denoted
by trx , and it is approximately equal to the time of
transmission ttx as the propagation time is negligible.

trx ≈ ttx

v. The time reference to expect a spontaneous ventricular
contraction at the receiver is evaluated as,

tvs [n] trx[n]+ TAVD

where TAVD is the AV-delay at AV-node, and it indi-
cates the brief delay time that needs to be maintained
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between the atrium and ventricular contraction, to pro-
vide coordination.

vi. If the spontaneous ventricular contraction is not sensed
before tvs[n], then it indicates that the AV node is in B
state and the ventricle unit paces the ventricle thereby
maintaining the coordination.

vii. On the other hand, if the spontaneous ventricular con-
traction is sensed before tvs[n], then it indicates that the
AV node is in NB state, and the ventricular pacing is
inhibited.

viii. Therefore, the ventricle sensing and pacing depend on
the atrial event time instants and AV block state. The
cycle continues for the next beat maintaining the coor-
dination between atrial and ventricular contractions.

The model supports fixed pacing rate configuration, which
indicates that the AV-delay is maintained constant, in terms
of heart functioning in this scenario, the atrium beat pat-
tern is followed by the ventricle [4]. In systems respon-
sive to adaptive heart rate (rate response systems), the atrial
and the ventricular window ranges are changed with an
increase or decrease in heart rate. The deviation can be han-
dled by including adaptive observation window sizes and
rate response algorithms, but it is beyond the scope of this
paper [12].

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The transmitter duty cycle is the primary metric considered;
it is defined as the fraction of time during which the trans-
mission is active. The energy consumption is directly propor-
tional to the transmitter duty cycle. The second performance
metric employed is pacing error; it is defined as the deviation
in the pacing time instant (tvs) from the optimal pacing time
at the ventricle. Optimal pacing time (topt ) is the hypothetical
time at which ventricle would have contracted for a healthy
heart. It is the pacing time instant of the ventricle that is pre-
cisely coordinated with the atrial contraction by maintaining
the AV-delay constant. The pacing error for the nth beat is
given by Eq. (1).

tPE (n) = tvs (n)− topt (n) (1)

The coordination provided can be optimal and non-optimal.
The non-optimal case is when there is a non-zero pacing
error; note that if regulated, the non-optimal case is non-fatal
to the subject. This means that as long as the pacing error is
not over the limit to induce conditions like bradyarrhythmia,
non-optimal pacing could be tolerable.

C. TRANSCEIVER CIRCUIT
The communication between the atrial unit and the ven-
tricular unit is provided by an RF transceiver circuit. The
feasibility analysis of using an RF technology for providing
synchronization has been verified in our previous work [10].
Load modulation and Human Body Communication (HBC)
are the other possible technologies that could be used for
providing synchronization [9], [13]. In this paper, a low

power off-shelf RF transceiver circuit, which satisfies lead-
less pacemaker space constraint, operating in the ISM band
915MHz range is considered [14]. An OOK transmitter and
an envelope detector receiver are used. The attenuation of the
medium to the communication is a function of the frequency
band used. The path loss in an implant to implant communi-
cation in the ISM band is described in [15]. For an inter unit
distance of 50mm the pathloss is 56.03dB, and the attenuation
increased with a slope of 3.7dB for every 10mm. The typical
distance between the units is 50-70mm.

In this study, the focus is on transmitter longevity due to
the constraint in implant size at the atrium. The atrial unit
is relatively small when compared to the ventricular unit,
as shown in the example Fig. 1c, the atrial unit is in black
and the ventricular unit in silver. The difference in size is due
to the location of the implant placement inside the heart. The
ventricular unit is placed at the apex, which is a stable implant
location (see Fig 1a); therefore, the unit can accommodate
higher battery capacity.

The active power consumption by the transmitter circuit
affects the longevity of the atrial unit. The leadless pacemaker
Nanostim has an in-house battery of 220mAh [16]. Note that
the pacemaker electronics consumes energy for sensing and
pacing operations, but because the focus of the paper is to
illustrate the change in active energy consumption of different
synchronization strategies, the paper considers 40 percent of
the in-house battery as the energy available for synchroniza-
tion. i.e., 88mAh. The average power consumed (PTXavg) is
the product of the net duty cycle (DC) and power consumed
(PTX ). For the considered battery capacity, the longevity
(L) in hours is calculated by Eq. (2), where VTX is the output
voltage. The longevity in years can be evaluated from the
longevity in hours by dividing by the time scale 24∗30∗12.
It is clear from the expression that longevity enhances with
the reduction in the duty cycle.

L(h) =
88VTX
PTXDC

(2)

III. TIME SERIES MODEL OF ATRIUM AND VENTRICLE
The atrium starts the cardiac cycle, and its working depends
on the Sino Atrial (SA) node. SA-node is hearts natural
pacemaker and responsible for inter beat interval variability;
it consists of a cluster of cells that are situated in the upper
part of the wall of the right atrium [10]. In the first subsec-
tion, the atrium model analyzes the interbeat time interval
to model the time series, statistical parameterization of time
series describes atrium event behavior. The second part of the
subsection involves similar analysis at ventricle. The model
parameters evaluated from the dataset is used to generate the
interbeat time series for further analysis.

A. DATA SET
The data is acquired from the subjects with sino-atrial node
dysfunction and left bundle branch block, in the series of
experiment conducted on CRT patients. The patients had no
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AV block episodes. The EGM data is collected using ICD
Programmer from the right atrial, right ventricular, and left
ventricular leads. The current system utilizes just right atrial
and right ventricular EGM data. The summary of patient
data is given in Table 2. The right ventricular rhythm is
coordinated with the atrium.

B. ATRIUM MODEL
The atrial interbeat timing variability is due to an inherent
change in sinoatrial variability. In the literature, there are dis-
tributions like Gaussian mixture model, Gamma distribution,
Erlang distribution tomodel the heart rate variation [18], [20],
but for the given application the variability is modeled using
Gaussian distribution. This is because the focus of the article
is to model the atrial event probability distribution rather
than the interbeat timing variability at atrium. The working
operation at atrium is described from step1 - step3 in the
algorithm1. For any nth beat, the time of atrial contraction
ta (n), is given by the recursive equation (see Eq. (3)) and
(4.1)–(4.7), as shown at the bottom of the next page. here
tas (n) is the outcome for the nth beat from the atrial inter-beat
probability distribution. The atrial interbeat probability dis-
tribution is as shown in Eq. (4.1-4.4). The variability in
atrial contraction time for AS event is approximated to be a
truncated Gaussian distribution (see Fig. 2), with mean Tae
the standard deviation σa in the interval 0 ≤tas<Tamax (see
Eq. (4.2)). In Eq. (4.2), the first term in the range represents
the normalized truncated Gaussian function and the second
term is used to scale the probability distribution function to
1. The atrial escape interval is denoted by Tae, which gives
the average time window between the atrial contractions. The
standard normal distribution is denoted by ∅ (x), and Q(x) is
the Q-function. For a fixed pacing rate system, the rate of
the pacing is given by the inverse of the atrial escape interval
(1/Tae). The atrial unit paces at atrium (AP event) if the signal
is not sensed before a limiting time Tamax, this is represented
by an impulse function in the PDF at time instant Tamax (see
Eq. (4.3) and Fig. 2). The Q function in the numerator is
considered to scale the weight of the impulse function. The Q
function here represent the area under the curve from Tamax to
infinity (see Eq. (4.3)). The atrial pacing instant is represented
to be an impulse function because, in reality, it is either an
impulse function or a Gaussian distribution with a very small
variance in the order of 10−5. The right tail area under the
curve of the Gaussian distribution gives the weight of the
impulse. The interbeat timing observation cannot be less than
zero; therefore, the left tail of Gaussian is truncated to zero
(see Eq. (4.1)).

The data is a sample set of three patients with atrial inter-
beat interval summary, as shown in Table 1. The subjects
considered have varying AS event probability. The proba-
bility decreases from patient 1 to patient 3. The idea is to
consider all the possible subject condition to evaluate the
model parameters.

The histogram of the atrial interbeat time series for all
the patients is shown in Fig. 2. The AP probability from the

TABLE 2. Subject data summary.

FIGURE 2. Histogram of atrial interbeat timing from three patients with
varying AS and AP probability. The AS is indicated by blue bars and AP by
yellow bars. The red curve is the truncated gaussian fit over AS interbeat
timing data. The first and second patient (top left and top right) has
higher AS episodes than AP, and in third patient the AP episodes are
higher than AS.

TABLE 3. Atrial parameter evaluation from the patient data.

data set (yellow bar) represents the number of AP events in
relation to AS event for the patient. To perform data fitting
the following steps are performed. The pacing probability
(AP probability) from the data is set equal to the weight
of the impulse function. A truncated Gaussian function (red
curve) with the area under the curve equivalent to AS is
used to fit the AS histogram data (blue bars). Similar data
fitting is performed for other patient cases and is summarized
in Table. 3. The parameters extracted are, mean Tae, standard
deviation σa, and limiting time for atrial sensing (Tamax).

C. VENTRICULAR MODEL
The randomness at ventricle is due to atrial event time
instants and AV blockage condition. In the first subsection,
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the ventricular interbeat time series is modeled considering
there is explicit pulse communication (with synchronization)
between the atrium and ventricular units, and in the second
subsection the effect of AV Block with no pulse communica-
tion (without synchronization) is analyzed.

1) With Synchronization Mechanism Between Units
In this case, the units are synchronized using a synchroniza-
tion mechanism, as described in algorithm 1. The ventricular
contraction time can be modeled as a time series, depending
on the time of atrial contraction (tas). The time series equa-
tions, as shown in Eq. (5) characterize the time of ventricular
contraction at the nth beat. The ventricular contraction time
follows the atrial contraction time after a brief delay time
called AV-delay (Tavd ). The AV-delay is in both the cases of
Eq. (5) because AV-delay coordinates the atrium and ventric-
ular contraction. The extra delay time Toffset is used in the AP
case for the reason provided in algorithm 1.

tvs [n] =

{
tas [n]+ Tavd ; AS
tas [n]+ Tavd + Toffset ; AP

(5)

2) WITHOUT THE SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISM
BETWEEN UNITS
The second case is when there is no synchronization mech-
anism between the units; in such cases, the coordination
depends onAV blockage status. The status is binary, i.e., there
is either an AV block or no AV block. In case of no AV block
(B = 0), the ventricular interbeat contraction time interval
tvs [n] is a time series dependent on atrial contraction time
(tas [n]) and is given by,

tvs [n] =

{
tas [n]+ Tavd ; AS
tas [n]+ Tavd + Toffset ; AP

(6)

The equations are similar to the case where units have a syn-
chronization mechanism (Eq. (5)). This indicates that when
there is no AV Block or if units are synchronized, the system
imitates the healthy cardiac cycle.

The conditional probability distribution for the ventricular
contraction time tvs (n) , given there is no AV block is given
by Eq. (7.1-7.5), as shown at the bottom of the next page (see
Fig. 3). The PDF of ventricular interbeat timing is different

FIGURE 3. Histogram of ventricular interbeat timing from three patients
with no AV Block. The red curve is the truncated gaussian fit over
ventricular interbeat timing data with mean Tae + Tavd . The blue bars and
yellow bar represent the AS and AP event followed at ventricle. There are
no VP episodes in this condition.

from an atrial interbeat timing by two parameters. The first
one is shift in PDF by AVD delay (Tavd ), therefore, Tae is
replaced by Tae+ Tavd in Eq. (7.1-7.4). Also, offset time delay
Toffset is added when paced (see Eq. (7.4)). The spontaneous
ventricular contraction time is assumed to be Gaussian dis-
tributed with left tail truncated at 0 (see Eq. (7.1)); this is
due to interbeat timing observation cannot be negative. The
interval region [0,Tavd+Tamax) follows the atrial distribution
with a mean of Tae + Tavd and a standard deviation of σ as
shown in Eq. (7.2). Note that atrial and ventricular interbeat
variability have the same standard deviation. The ventricle
is paced at Tamax + Tavd + Toffset if the ventricle does not
contract naturally, it is indicated by an impulse function at
Tamax + Tavd + Toffset with weight equal to the right tail area
under the curve of the Gaussian distribution (Eq. (7.4)).

The ventricular interbeat timing histogram from the sub-
ject’s data set is plotted in Fig. 3. Similar to the atrium,
parameters are evaluated from the data set for each patient
from the truncated Gaussian fit, and simulation is performed.
The parameters evaluated are given in Table 4.

ta (n) = ta (n− 1)+ tas (n) (3)

P (tas) =



0, −∞ ≤ tas < 0 (4.1)

∅

(
tas−Tae
σa

)
σa

(
Q
(
Tamax−Tae

σa

)) (1− Q(Tamax − Tae
σa

))
, 0 ≤ tas < Tamax (4.2)

δ (Tamax)Q
(
Tamax−Tae

σa

)
Q
(
−Tae
σa

) , tas = Tae + Tamax (4.3)

0, tas > Tamax (4.4)
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TABLE 4. Ventricle parameter evaluation from the patient data.

When there is an AV-block (B = 1) the expected time
of ventricular contraction at nth beat is calculated from the
previous contraction time n-1, which is a first-order Markov
chain sequence. As shown in Eq. (8), to the time of previ-
ous ventricular contraction time Tvmax is added. This is not
the optimum pacing time (topt ) for maintaining coordination
because the ventricle unit does not coordinate with the time of
atrial contraction, instead, it paces the ventricle in reference
to a constant limiting time window. The optimum pacing
time for providing maximum coordination between atrium
and ventricle is in the case of no AV block (see Eq. (6)) or
synchronized leadless pacemaker environment (see Eq. (5)).

tvs [n] = tvs [n− 1]+ Tvmax (8)

here, Tvmax is the maximum limiting time allowed before
which ventricular contraction must be observed. Note that

this is different from the coordinated ventricular contraction
time. Here, the ventricular unit simply paces the ventricle at
the time instant Tvmax on every beat, if the contraction is not
observed.

Conditional PDF of ventricular contraction time tvs (n)
when there is an AV block (AV-B = 1) is given by Eq. (9).
The ventricular leadless pacemaker paces the ventricle at time
instant Tvmax ; this is represented by an impulse function at
time instant Tvmax .

P (tvs|B = 1) =

{
δ (Tvmax) , tvs = Tvmax
0, otherwise

(9)

IV. STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE IMPLANT LIFETIME
The existing model facilitates coordination between atrium
and ventricle by explicit pulse synchronization on every beat.
It is evident that the power consumed by units is directly

TABLE 5. Methods employed at ventricle to evaluate the ventricular
contraction time for different cases.

proportional to the pulse communication rate. In this section,
the different strategies are modeled to improve the energy
efficiency of the transmitter unit. The information processed
at the ventricle in different strategies is summarized in
Figure. 5a. In the figure, the arrowhead illustrates available
state information in each strategy. For example, class A strat-
egy has information on the AS, AV node-B, and AV node-NB
condition. All the strategies other than the reference strategy
have selective pulse transmission mechanism to lower the
duty cycle. The strategies are compared with the reference
strategy to quantify the change in performance metrics.

The two methods employed for evaluating the expected
ventricular contraction time is listed in Table. 5.

A. REFERENCE STRATEGY
In this strategy, the duty cycle is one as there is an explicit
pulse transmission on every heartbeat, implying the ventricle
unit knows accurately the atrial contraction time on every
beat. This information is used to provide optimal coordina-
tion between atrium and ventricle contraction. The reference
strategy will be used as a baseline reference to compare other
strategies in terms of energy consumption and pacing error
performance.

The working operation of the reference strategy is given
in the flowchart Fig.5b Gaussian random variable generator
mimics the function of a Sino-Atrial node; if the random
variable exceeds Tamax , it indicates that it is an AP event.
A binary random variable generator replicates the effect of
AV node condition. The time series model at atrium remains
the same as in Eq. (3). At ventricle, the times series model
follows Eq. (5), as there is pulse synchronization on every
heartbeat. It is to note that the ventricle pacing time is optimal
in Eq. (5)., thereby pacing error in the strategy is zero.

P(tvs|B = 0)

=



0, −∞≤ tvs<0 (7.1) Ø
(
tas−Tae−Tavd

σ

)
σ
(
Q
(
Tamax+Toffset−Tae

σ

)
−Q

(
−Tae−Tavd

σ

))
(1− Q(Tamax

σ

))
, 0 ≤ tvs < Tavd + Tamax (7.2)

0, Tamax+Tavd≤ tvs<Tamax+Tavd+Toffset (7.3)

δ
(
τ amax + Toffset + Tavd

)
Q
(
Tamax
σ

)
Q
(
−Tae−Tavd

σ

) , tvs = Tamax + Tavd + Toffset (7.4)

0 tvs > Tamax + Tavd + Toffset (7.5)
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FIGURE 4. State space model to evaluate average pacing error in the AP
event. S and B are the states associated with pacing error {tpes, tpeb}
respectively. The transition probabilities are indicated with
pSS,pBS,pSB,pBB.

B. CLASS A
In this class, the atrial unit transmits a synchronization pulse
to the ventricular unit only when it senses the natural atrial
contraction (see Eq. (10), AS case). On the other hand,
in AP events, there is no pulse transmission, and the ventri-
cle unit evaluates the expected ventricular contraction time
from the previous ventricular contraction time instant (see
Eq. (10), AP case). As explained in algorithm 1, in AP
events, the expected ventricular contraction time must add
Toffset factor for optimal coordination. In AS case, coordi-
nation is provided by pulse communication. The flowchart
in the Fig. 5c summarizes the working operation. Note that,
if there is no AV block (NB), then ventricle is naturally
contracted (VS), and the pacing is inhibited. If there is AV
block (B), then ventricle is paced at the time instants given in
Eq. (10).

tvs [n] =

{
tas [n]+ Tavd ; AS
tvs [n− 1]+ Tamax + Toffset ; AP

(10)

The key idea of the strategy is to reduce the pulse transmission
to just AS events, thereby conserving energy by not trans-
mitting pulse in AP events. However, if the pacing error in
AP event exceeds the limiting timing window before which
ventricle must be contracted (tPE > Tvmax) then the pulse
synchronization should be resumed at the next beat. Assum-
ing that the atrium is in the AP event, the average pacing
error performance is analyzed using a first-order Markov
chain. The average pacing error is of interest in AV-B state
rather than in AV-NB state, as in NB state, there is a natural
ventricular contraction.

The state space model is illustrated in Fig. 4, state B
indicates the AV-block condition in AP event, and S indi-
cates pulse synchronization state. The state transition matrix
and associated pacing error for the Markov chain is given
by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) respectively. The steady state or
stationary state occupancy vector is given by Eq. (13). The
average pacing error is given by the product of steady-state
occupancy and average pacing error associated with the state,
as shown in Eq. (14).

P =
[
pSS pSB
pBS pBB

]
(11)

tPE =
[
tpes tpeb

]
(12)

[πSπB] =
[

1− pBB
2− pSS − pBB

1− pSS
2− pSS − pBB

]
(13)

E(tPE ) = πSE
(
tpes
)
+ πBE(tpeb) (14)

In this class, the average pacing error is zero as the optimum
ventricular pacing time (topt ) and the ventricular pacing time
(tvs) are the same. The pulse synchronization provides opti-
mal coordination in the state S, therefore, tpes is equal to zero.
In the B state, ventricular pacing time instant (tvs (n)) can
be accurately evaluated from the previous ventricular pacing
time instant (tvs (n− 1)), therefore tpeb is equal to zero.
The duty cycle is directly proportional to the probability

of the AS event probability (see Eq. (15)). If the subject is
prone to more AP events, then the model conserves energy
by reduced pulse transmissions.

DC = pAS (15)

C. CLASS B
In this class, the synchronization is achieved by transmitting
the pulse from atrial unit to ventricular unit at AP events, and
in AS events, there is no pulse transmission. If the ventricle
unit does not receive the pulse at Tamax + Toffset , it indicates
that the atrium is sensed, and the ventricle unit must evaluate
when the ventricle must be paced from the previous ventric-
ular contraction time (see Eq. (16)), the working operation is
summarized in the flowchart Fig. 5d.

tvs [n] =

{
tas [n]+ Tavd + Toffset ; AP
tvs [n− 1]+ Tamax + Tavd ; AS

(16)

Assuming that the atrium is in the AS event, similar state-
space model mentioned in Fig. 4 is considered to evaluate
the average pacing error for varying AS probability. The
state transition matrix is similar to Eq. (11), except that in
this class, pBB is equal to zero and pBS is equal to one.
This is because class B allows for one blocked state with
sub optimal pacing, and then resumes pulse synchronization,
the reason for assigning those probability values is explained
in the subsection. The steady state occupancy vector for
given state transition matrix in class B is given by Eq. (17).
Similar to class A, due to explicit pulse synchronization,
the average pacing error in S state (tpes) is zero, however,
since the class cannot account for the interatrial variability,
in B state, the pacing is not optimal. The pacing error in B
state at any step k (tpeb(k)) is as shown in Eq. (18). It is
defined as the difference between the atrial pacing limiting
time (Tamax (k)) and a random observation from the interatrial
timing distribution in the interval 0 ≤ tas < Tamax (see
Eq. (4). If the given typical values in Table 1 is considered,
the average pacing error for the blocked state (tpeb) from
the pacing error distribution is found to be around 0.245s.
This is approximately 2.5 times the standard deviation of the
truncated Gaussian distribution. The steady state occupancy
probabilities considering the transition matrix of class B is as
shown in Eq. (16). The average pacing error in class B follows
Eq. (14) and is given by Eq. (19).
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FIGURE 5. a) Summary of state space configuration for each strategy at ventricle. The arrowhead indicates the information available for each
strategy.b) Operational flowchart of Reference strategy c) Class A d) Class B e) Class AB f) Class C.

The pacing error occurred on each beat in class B has an
upper bound given by Eq. (20). It is the difference between
the maximum andminimum time at which atrium contraction
could be sensed. For the typical values considered, it is around
430ms.

[πSπB] =
[

1
2− pSS

1− pSS
2− pSS

]
(17)

tpeb (k) = Tamax (k)− x,∀x ∈ P (tas) ; 0 ≤ tas < Tamax
(18)

E(tPE ) = πBE(tpeb) (19)

dtPE (k)e ≤ (Tamax (k)− Tasmin (k)) (20)

The ventricular unit in prior has a copy of the atrial interbeat
timing distribution (see Eq. (4)), which is termed uncertainty

distribution window with mean Tae + Tavd and standard
deviation σa. It is abbreviated as UDW and facilitates
ventricular unit to evaluate the time instant Tamax . The
size of UDW scales up for the second AS, B beat as
the ventricle unit lacks information about atrial contrac-
tion time instants. Further analysis in the next subsec-
tion is performed for AS state as AP state utilizes pulse
synchronization.

The duty cycle in class B is dependent on the evaluation
of UDW size; for the first beat, it is given by Tamax − Tasmin.
Assuming that the first beat is in B state, then the ventricle
unit has a UDW size shorter than the limiting pacing time
at the ventricle (Tvmax) (see Fig. 6). However, for the sec-
ond B beat, the UDW size is scaled up by two; then the
right tail of the window exceeds the limiting pacing time of
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FIGURE 6. The uncertainty distribution window of first blocked beat in an
AS state with window size less than limiting pacing time at ventricle.

the ventricle, as shown in Fig. 7 (blue region). The UDW
exceeding Tvmax implies that there could be some beats
expecting to pace the ventricle over the limiting time, and
this would fail to maintain the coordination between atrium
and ventricle. For example, if the typical values mentioned
in Table. 1 is considered, and if the first beat is in B state, then
the UDW size is 430ms with mean of 920ms; For the second
blocked beat, UDW size is 860ms, with the mean of 920ms
(see Fig.7). The truncated right tail time instant of UDW
for the second blocked beat is 1330ms; this would exceed
the maximum allowed ventricular pacing time of 1250ms.
This implies that pulse synchronization should occur every
second beat if it encounters two consecutive B events; this
is shown in the duty cycle expression Eq. (21). There could
be cases where pulse synchronization could be resumed on
every third beat with change in typical values considered.
In that case, the right tail of UDW would not exceed Tvmax
in the second beat. However, resuming pulse synchronization
on every second blocked beat in AS state guarantees pacing
error not exceeding the limit.

DC =
pAS
2
+ (1− pAS) = 1−

pAS
2

(21)

D. CLASS AB
In this class, as the name suggests, the working operation
includes the functionality of class A and class B. The working
operation flowchart is shown in Fig. 5e. In AS event, the
class follows class B strategy, i.e., to send synchronization
pulse every second beat. In the AP case, it follows class A
strategy where the expected current ventricular pacing time
instant is evaluated accurately from the previous ventricu-
lar contraction time. The explicit pulse synchronization on
every second beat in the AS event is due to an increase in
the span of the UDW above the allowed limit. The reasoning
follows class B. The class decreases the duty cycle further
by half when compared to class A, as shown in Eq. (22).
The reduction in duty cycle is associated with a sacrifice of
optimal coordination. The average pacing error and the upper
bound to pacing error is similar to class B (see Eq. (19) and

FIGURE 7. The uncertainty distribution window of second blocked beat in
an AS state with window size exceeding limiting pacing time at ventricle.

Eq. (20)).

DC =
pAS
2

(22)

E. CLASS C
In class C, the strategy addresses the duty cycle mainly by
reducing one of the random variables. In this class, the ven-
tricle considers just the atrium events and drops the AV
node Block events. The working operation is summarized
in Fig. 5f. The pulse transmission pattern majorly imitates
class A strategy except for selective pulse transmission in
AP events. The strategic advantage is that it scales down the
model computation complexity as model addresses just atrial
randomness. This implies the offset time (Toffset ) regulated
on every beat is lost. The AVBlock condition becomes redun-
dant in the AS event as there is explicit pulse synchronization.
However, on the other hand, in the AP event, there is a
deviation from the optimal pacing time. The pacing error is
significant, and for the current beat the pacing error is given
by Toffset . The upper bound for pacing error before which
pulse synchronization needs to be resumed is dependent on
the cumulative function of Toffset . The typical value of Toffset
is 32ms and limiting time at ventricle before it must be paced
is 200ms (Tvmax − Tamax). This implies a sequence of m
beats would not need pulse synchronization, i.e., until the
pacing error exceeds the limit (1tPE > Tvmax). For the
values mentioned in Table 1, the class needs an explicit pulse
synchronization every 6th beat. The duty cycle and pacing
error bound for class C is given by Eq. (23) and Eq. (24).

DC = pAS +
(1− pAS)

6

=
1
6
+

5Pas
6

(23)

1tPE (n) ≤
∑

m
Toffset (m) (24)

V. STRATEGY PERFORMANCE COMPARISION
The energy consumed for synchronization of units influ-
ences the longevity of the devices. In the current energy
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FIGURE 8. Transmitter duty cycle Vs. atrial sensed probabilities for
different strategies.

budget of the units, the synchronization mechanism adds
overhead in energy consumption to the existing functionality.
Thereby scaling down synchronization rate will improve the
unit longevity. In the current study, atrial unit longevity is
considered for the reasons explained in section II; subsection
D. Strategies are compared with performance metrics duty-
cycle and pacing error. The expression for duty-cycle in terms
of atrial sensed probability and pacing error is summarized
for each strategy, as shown in Table 6. The reference robust
case performance acts as the baseline strategy to compare
the duty cycle and pacing error. The duty cycle is plotted for
different AS event probabilities for every strategy, as shown
in Fig. 8. The reference strategy has a duty-cycle equal to
1 for all the probabilities. The plot illustrates duty-cycle
dominance by class A and class AB in lower AS probabilities
indicating lower pulse synchronization rate. Class B has the
edge over other classes in case of higher AS probabilities,
and class C follows class A with a small deviation. From the
clinical studies, mostly the subjects who are recommended
pacemaker are with weak hearts; this implies that the subjects
generally have lower AS probabilities.

The pacing error and duty-cycle are interrelated for a
given AS probability. For an AS probability equal to 0.2,
the relation for each class is illustrated in Fig. 9. It is seen
that class A offers zero pacing error because of the model
design taking advantage of the stochastic behavior of atrium
and ventricle. Class B and class AB introduce similar pacing
error for scaling down of the duty-cycle, and class C has better
pacing error performance in relation to class B and class AB.

VI. CASE STUDY
In this section, the RF transceiver introduced in the back-
ground section is considered for quantifying the change in
longevity between different classes. An OOK transmitter
consumes 54mW (PTX ) for a peak output power of 13dBm
from a 2.1V source. The designed envelope detector receiver
has a sensitivity of -112dBm with 5.7mW (PRX ) power con-
sumption. The pathloss experienced for an inbody to inbody

TABLE 6. Comparison of strategy in terms of duty cycle and pacing error
bound.

FIGURE 9. Duty cycle Vs. Maximum pacing error for the AS probability
of 0.2 for different strategies.

communication in the ISM band is described in [15]. The
reference path loss for an inter-unit distance of 50mm is
56.30dB, and the attenuation increases with a slope of 3.7dB
for every 10mm. For the receiver design sensitivity of -
112dBm, the inter leadless pacemaker distances less than
180mm can support successful detection for an error prob-
ability of 10−3. The typical inter leadless pacemaker distance
is around 60mm.

The study is limited to transmitter unit longevity. The
longevity of the device is related to the duty cycle,
and duty cycle consecutively is related to synchronization
pulse-width (Ts). The pulse-width for the application is
0.1ms, and therefore the symbol rate is (Rs= 1/ Ts) 10Kbps.
The net duty-cycle (DC) is the product of duty-cycle expres-
sion (Table. 6) and the pulse width. The longevity is calcu-
lated using Eq. 2.

Transmitter longevity in months is plotted against differ-
ent AS probabilities and is as shown in Fig.10. Also, con-
sidering the typical values in Table. 1, the average pacing
error for varying AS probabilities is illustrated in Fig.11.
For better understanding, longevity in years and average
pacing error is compared with the different strategies at two
AS probability cases (see Table. 7). At the AS probability
of 0.1, class AB and class A have the longevity of 48 and
70 years, respectively. Class A offers twelve times increase in
longevity whereas in class AB, if the optimal coordination is
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FIGURE 10. The plot of transmitter longevity for change in atrial sensed
probability.

FIGURE 11. The plot of pacing error Vs. Change in atrial sense probability.

sacrificed with the average pacing error of 25.3ms, then
longevity increases by seventeen times. The other strategies,
like class C and class B, have higher longevity than refer-
ence strategy but still considerably small when compared
to class A and class AB. The scenario changes entirely
in an AS probability of 0.95. Class B and class AB have
the edge over other classes with the longevity of 7.18 and
8.8 years, respectively. The dominance is accompanied by an
induced pacing error of 232ms at the ventricle. For patients
with zero tolerance to pacing error, class A is the best
strategy for any AS probability, and for patients with tol-
erance to suboptimal pacing, class AB is the best strategy.
All the proposed strategies have enhanced the life cycle
of the atrial unit when compared to the reference strat-
egy. However, the best strategy is dependent on the subject
condition.

It is interesting to note that by knowing the condition of the
heart. i.e., the AP actions needed for the subject over time, the
physician can choose the best strategy. This can be known by
having an ECG examination of the patient, and by finding

TABLE 7. Longevity in years and pacing error comparison of different
strategies over as probability.

out the number of delayed beats encountered over a period
which needs early pacing. One of the future studies would
be to address the length of interbeat time intervals needed
to generalize and decide the most energy-efficient strategy
for the patient. Generally, in the case of young patients, they
are likely to have less AP episodes, and older subjects need
regular atrial pacing.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, the statistical parameterization of atrial and
ventricular interbeat time series is modeled into an event
probability distribution, as observed by units. The model
parameters evaluated from the subject data set is used to
generate the interbeat time series of atrium and ventricle.

Also, an expression for duty-cycle as a function of AS
event probability is derived for the proposed strategies
(Table. 6). The analysis is similar but reversed if the AP event
probability is considered. The proposed strategies showed
improved longevity at the atrial unit in comparison to the
reference strategy (Table 7). For example, with an AS prob-
ability of 0.1, the longevity in class A and class AB is two
orders higher in relation to the reference strategy with the
longevity of 4 years. This is a significant increase in implant
longevity, where the additional energy conserved can be used
for other pacemaker functionalities. The algorithms when
implemented in implants could further be used to reduce
implant battery size.

The next steps would be to improve the longevity of the
ventricle unit by including smart receiver strategies. The
longevity values are evaluated considering a potential RF
transceiver system to quantify the change in energy consump-
tion, but the proposed strategies could also be extended to
other communication technologies like load modulation and
human body communication (HBC). The next step in the
study would be to implement the strategies in a microcon-
troller and perform in-vivo testing.

The analysis results provide insight for physicians and
researchers about the most appropriate strategy for improv-
ing transmitter lifetime, thereby the atrial unit lifetime
considering pacing error. If the subject has no tolerance
for sub-optimal coordination between atrium and ventricle,
class A strategy dominates. If the subject has tolerance for
sub-optimal coordination, then class AB is promising for all
the AS event probabilities. Class C is an intermediate strategy
to improve longevity with lower pacing error when compared
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to class AB and class B. Therefore, the best strategy is decided
by patients AS event probability and tolerance to sub-optimal
coordination.
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